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The Adventures of Speedo the Hedgehog & friends

Yes, this time, it's Speedo, the green (& often clumsy) hedgehog who was created by Evo Robotnik.
With her passion to help save the world (instead of controlling it like her master), she sets off on
adventures with Angel the 3 tailed fox, Destiny the philosopher & many more!

HIYA! My 1st Sonic OC fanfic! If there are other Sonic OC fans around here & you want me to put them
in the story, just write to me on my <b>profile</b> with their looks & personality & I'll be sure to add them
in the story as well. Of course you'll have the credit of making them! ^^ Here's a pic of Speedo though.
^^ 

http://www.fanart-central.net/pictures.php?pid=272779

 

Angel the 3-tailed fox (originally it was supposed to be 7-tailed, but she thought it was too much) was
made by my sister, Nya. As for Destiny the Philosopher, that was made by my sister Zuri, because she
has this big thing on how the world should be filled with peace. But one of the 1st characters Speedo will
be seeing is Screw the Hedgehog, made by my bud, Carlitos the Hedgehog. I wanna draw him
sometime! ^^

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-334003.html

 

Anyways, on with the story, of course it's a fan story, but yeah, inspired by Sonic… who was created by
Sega… who was created by some Japanese guy I can never remember his name. *sighs*

----- ^_^ -----

“Are you sure you know what you're doing, Dr.Robotnik, it may be a bad idea if you think about it.”



 “Are you telling me my ideas are terrible? <i>MY</i> ideas??”

 “No sir, we're a little concerned.”

 A little concerned was not enough to explain what these robots were thinking. Dr.Robotnik the type to
make evil robots & force them to follow his every command, but this time he had a slightly different plan
in mind. No matter which robot he made, it always interfered with Sonic the Hedgehog, his arch
nemesis. Whether it was destroying a town or searching for the hedgehog itself & prepare for his never
existing execution.

 He decided to reject his love of making robots, or even making machines that looked similar to his
enemy & make a real hedgehog. Maybe that change can make a difference. A 94% difference,
according to his studies. But how do you make a real hedgehog?

 With Dr.Robotnik's evil mind & 3 chaos emeralds failed to be guarded by Knuckles the Echidna, the
plan was ready for action.

 The machines rattling & jangling with excitement & with a final stop followed by the whole room filled
with smoke, Dr.Robotnik stared at the machine in awe as the thick smoke started to clear & a green
female hedgehog emerged from the smoking machines. Two strands of hair sprung out from her
forehead, big green eyes, a devilish smile on her brown skin & a yellow top with blue shorts, she stared
at Dr.Robotnik for a minute before blinking in confusion.

 “Where am I?”

 Dr.Robotnik smiled in accomplishment as he shooed his older robots in, giving the new slave a tour.

 “So you mean I have to work for you?” the girl asked. “This is why you created me?”

 “Partially right, my dear friend.” Dr.Robotnik replied while the hedgehog took a glimpse at her new
home. “You & all the other robots here have been created by me. The deal is you guys are assigned to
kill one of the fastest hedgehogs around.”

 “And who would that be” the girl asked. 

 `That…” he responded, taking out a picture of a blue hedgehog. “Would be this thing here, Sonic the
Hedgehog.”

 The girl stared at the picture, nodding continuously. She then thought for a moment & turned to
Dr.Robotnik, her giant green eyes giving him attention. “What is my name?”

 “Your name?” he wondered, thinking for a second. “Hmm, you do have a point there…” he stared at
the small green hedgehog, remembering she was designed to run as fast as Sonic.

 “For now, I will name you Speedy the Hedgehog.”



 “Speedy…” she repeated, giving him a disgusted look. “I like <i>Speedo</i> better.”

 “NO!” he roared angrily. “I assigned you a name, & I expect you to learn it very well. No back-talk. As
long as you're in my command, you will be named Speedy, got it?”

 Speedy thought for a moment before sighing in defeat. “Yessir.”

----- @_@; -----

“I hate this place, and the smell of gas is making me sick to my stomach.”

 Speedy tossed & turned from her new (& slightly lumpy) bed & looked up. It was a bunk bed & she was
on the bottom, (she is somewhat afraid of heights) so she poked the bottom of the top bunk & whistled. 

 `Quiet mortal! I am trying to sleep, & I don't think Master Robotnik will be pleased.” the robot
responded.

 “Oh, you mean me?” Speedo blinked. “I am not a human, I'm a hedgehog.”

 “Humans, hedgehogs, they all look the same to me.” he replied.

 “You obviously don't have a brain.” she scoffed.

 “Okay, what could you possibly want so I can get my beauty sleep!” the robot asked, his voice filled
with pure hatred.

 Speedy sighed & tossed to one side of the bed. “I just wanted to ask if any robot has ever tried
escaping this place.”

 The room was filled with silence for a moment before the robot finally looked down so he could see
Speedy eye to eye. “Lets just say the robots here are to afraid to leave this place. If Master Robotnik
found out what was really going on, he's use his ultimate weapon.”

 Speedy frowned a little. “And what would that weapon be?” she asked.

 “You mean he gave you a tour &never told you about the Deathegg?” he said in a shocking voice. He
sighed & looked around, just to make sure no one was listening in to their conversation. “I can show you
where the Deathegg is, but promise me you won't tell anyone I shown you where it is.”

 “Sure thing!” Speedy grinned. She grabbed her yellow shoes & slipped them on her feet. “All right,
what are we waiting for?”



----- >_<; -----

Speedy & the terrified robot stepped into the weapons lab, careful not to make any suspicious sounds.
With the sound of the robot constantly yelping every time he heard a rat squeak or he saw a dark
shadow loom over their heads, Speedy knew this was going to take awhile. The further the two went into
the lab, the more dangerous the weapons were. There were giant guns, weird looking armour Speedy
thought would never fit Dr.Robotnik, & machines robots he could easily jump into.

 The Deathegg was just like a machine robot, only it looked just like him, it was filled with spikes & it was
a hundred times bigger than Speedy (she's only 4 feet 8 inches, pretty short for a 17 year old)

 `Wow, that's pretty big.” she replied. 

 “Okay, now that you seen it, can we go now?” he asked, still trembling from the fear of being caught. 

 “You can go; I'll stay here & take a look at this thing.” Speedy replied. “I don't want you to get caught,
so you go on ahead.”

 The robot bowed & followed the order, turning the other way & running out the door. 

 Speedy took a glance at the Deathegg & jumped up (she can jump really high) landing on the top of the
machine. She sighed & bent down, spinning in place so she can dig her way into the glass.

 “Shoot, it's not budging.” she thought out loud, & tapped her foot on the glass.

 “Oh, how rude of me, not telling you about the ultimate weapon of mass destruction.” a voice called
out. Speedy turned around & surprise & gasped to see it was Dr.Robotnik, holding a remote with a
single red button. “Did I forget to tell you what happens if you disobey my orders?”

 “No need to, I…” Speedy thought for a moment, remembering her promise she made with her
roommate. “I figured it out myself.”

 “Very well then.” Dr.Robotnik said, pressing the button. The machine started to hum & whirr as Speedy
jumped down, staring up at the giant robot that was about to step on her. She ran, trying to avoid being
squashed & jumped up, trying to spin & hit the machine.

 “There is no way to destroy the Deathegg!' Dr.Robotnik replied. “Not even Sonic can stop it!” he flew up,
leaving Speedy in the dark lab.

 Speedy started to panic. <i>Where could he have gone? If I am hit, then I am done for, the thing is too
spiky & I might get stabbed or something… except his belly! If I hit him by his stomach, then I might have
a…</i>

 She stopped thinking & listened to hear a faint beep. She looked down & gasped to see a white target &



white arrows surrounding her. She ran around, but the target followed. After eight beeps, the target
finally stopped right next to Speedy, blinking faster then before & turning red. She looked up to see
Dr.Robotnik finally landing, sticking out his large belly.

 “Now's my chance!” she yelled, jumping up & spinning at the same time. She hit the belly & the
Deathegg started to break apart. Speedy smiled in accomplishment as the Deathegg bent
down. Its arms started to break apart & speed towards her direction like rockets, making Speedy panic
even more then before. She ran & the arms stopped where she previously stood & attached back on the
Deathegg, flying back up & the white targets surrounding her again. She grinned as she sped her way to
the point there the eight beeps stopped the target & the Deathegg bent down once again, making it an
open target for any attack.  

 Speedy jumped up & spun again, trying to hit the Deathegg, but it was too late. The Deathegg was
already upright. When she hit the Deathegg, the room turned a bright green as she screamed in pain & a
blue chaos emerald flew out of her body. Speedy landed with a thud & clutched herself in torture.

 “Ah damn, I guess this is what happens when I attack at the wrong time.” she muttered to herself.

 All of a sudden the room started to rumble as Speedy rolled back so she wouldn't get attacked. A bright
yellow figure broke out of the floor & a yellow & red hedgehog with red eyes & shoes looked around &
picked up the blue chaos emerald. “I knew it, my nose is never wrong!”

 “Speedy blinked a few times & growled. “That is mine, I can't live without it!”

 “That's what they all say.” he replied, inspecting the emerald. “The next thing they know…”

 “No, I'm serious.” Speedy replied. “I was created by that man in the robot suit & 3 chaos emeralds!”

 The hedgehog blinked & gave Speedy the chaos emerald. “Wow, that's amazing. I saw a bright green
light & I knew that had to be the power of the chaos emerald. So I dug here. I love to dig & that's how I
got my name, Screw. Nice to meet ya!”

 “Nice name, but now I can't talk, I'm trying to beat the Deathegg.” she replied, trying to clutch the chaos
emerald with her left hand (her left hand can absorb the chaos emerald with the heart on her
glove) the chaos emerald glowed blue & disappeared.

 “Wow, that's a big Deathegg.” he replied in awe. He thought for a moment & gasped. “That wouldn't
happen to be the infamous Eggman in there, would it?”

 “Dunno.” Speedy replied. 

 He smiled & stared at the Deathegg. “I mean Dr.Robotnik. He's a badguy & the heroes here call him
either Eggman or Dr.Robuttnik.”

 “Suits him well.” she replied. 

 The Deathegg was starting to stomp towards their direction as Screw & Speedy stared at eachother for



a moment.

 “Any way to defeat this thing?” he asked.

 “Yep.” she replied with a grin. “He flies up to the top & a target shows up. After eight beeps the
Deathegg lands, showing its weak spot, the stomach. Hit it & run back, because the arms stretch out. It
flies back up again & the target shows up again. After eight beeps the Deathegg comes back down. Hit
the stomach & repeat the process until he is defeated. Got it?”

 “Yep, this is gonna be fun.” Screw replied. The Deathegg flew back up, the 2 teammates ready to take
it down.

----- ^_~ -----

After a few minutes, Speedy & Screw was close to defeating the Deathegg for good. 

 “I think this may be its last stand.” Screw replied. The targets started to beep faster as it turned from
white to red as the 2 moved away. The Deathegg landed back into its position, pulling out its almost
destroyed belly. The 2 hedgehogs jumped up & spun, attacking the stomach again as the Deathegg bent
down & detached its arms. Speedo ran back, but Screw stayed in his position, the arms rushing towards
his direction. He jumped on an arm & spun around, breaking it into two, then grabbed one of the broken
pieces & threw it at the other arm, breaking the other into pieces. 

 Speedy stared at Screw in awe as he turned to her direction, grinning from cheek to cheek. “It's
something I was working on awhile back, & I wanted to see if that would work.”

 Speedy grinned & gave Screw two thumbs up.

 The targets appeared again, the two running for the last time. The eighth beep sounded & it turned from
white to red as the beeping grew faster, the Deathegg landing again. Speedy & Screw nodded & ran to
the Deathegg, then grabbed hands & jumped up. The two spun, turning into a huge light breaking
through the Deathegg. 

 A loud alarm sounded as the other robots stopped what they were doing & ran towards the weapons
lab, staring in awe as Screw & Speedy gave eachother a wink. The Deathegg was defeated & the robots
were free to go for the time being. The robots all cheered as Screw spun, breaking a hole on the wall,
showing the robots the way to freedom.

 Speedy's roommate smiled & turned to the exhausted hedgehog, giving her a bow. “Thank you for all
you done. I will never forget you.”

 “I won't forget you either.” she replied, bowing to the robot as well. “Take care of yourself.”



 The robot nodded & ran to the others, who were happily tearing off the stars off their bodies. (Speedy
has one as well, but it's permanent.)

 “So, looks like I will be on my way.” Screw replied. “I am looking for some chaos emeralds, so if you'd
like, you can tag along…”

 “Sure, got nothing else in my life to do.” she said with a smile. “Thanks Screw, for everything.”

 “No problem.” he replied. “And may I ask who you are?”

 Speedy thought for a moment, remembering the argument she had with Dr.Robotnik. “My name, you
say? The name is Speedo. Speedo the hedgehog.”

----- X.x -----

That's it! Chapter 1 is done for! Unexpecting things will happen, because hopefully, I want some people
to read this story & add their characters in as well!

 The Deathegg is really a weapon, the final boss in Sonic the Hedgehog 2, to be exact. That is the way
to beat it, sorry if my directions kinda suck, so yeah, spoiler there… sorta. ^^;
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